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Background

Service orchestration is the process involved in  

designing,creating, and deliveringend-to-end services.

Traditionally, these processes were handled by  

domain-specific, siloed operational support  

systems and tools built for static environments.

With the introduction of Network Functions  

Virtualization (NFV) and Software-Defined  

Networking (SDN), service orchestration musttake  

a new approach in serving the needs of today’s  

more dynamic and complex service provider  

environments.



ProblemStatement

The primary challenge in service orchestration is to determine  

the optimal combination of services that can be used to achieve  

a specific business objectivewhile minimizing costs.

This problem is complex, especially in large-scale systems  

with many possible combinations of services and  

resources.



Objectives

General Objective

Develop a systematic approach for  

service selection, resourceallocation,  

and service composition.

Specific Objective

Design the algorithm with the concept  

of ILP, simuate it in MATLAB and  

evaluate its performance in terms of  

cost and servicedelivery.



Justification

Increased efficiency

By automating the process of selecting the  

optimal set of services for a given request,  

the algorithm will enable faster delivery and  

reduce the need formanual intervention.

Cost reduction
By selecting the mostcost-effective  

combination of services, the  

algorithm will help organizationssave  

money and increase profitability

Improved quality of service

By selecting the best combination of  

services for a given request, the algorithm  

can improve the overall quality of service.
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Scope

The algorithm will be designed to minimize the total cost of  

service orchestration while satisfying the latency  

requirements of the application.

The algorithm will be evaluated using simulation  

experiments to demonstrate its effectiveness inachieving  

optimal serviceorchestration.

The study will focus ona theoretical model of the problem

and will not include the implementation of the algorithm in

a real-worldsystem.



Literature Review

ILP

ILP is used to determine the optimal  

sequence of service execution and resource  

allocation to minimize cost and maximize  

performance.

OpenAPI
OpenAPI enables service  

orchestration by providing a  

standard way to interface with  

different services andapplications.

Multi-objective optimization

In service orchestration, multi-objective  

optimization is used to balance performance  

and cost objectives while satisfying QoS  

constraints.



Methodology

This paper presents a software-defined architecture for IoT  

service orchestration.

The theory is based on the concept of integer linear  

programming (ILP) to formulate the optimization problem  

and solve it usingMATLAB’s optimization toolbox.
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Simulation design

Defining the problem

Modelling the problem  

Formulating the ILPproblem



Formulating the ILP problem(...cont)



Simulation CodeExecution  

Order

Define problem variables: number of network elements, number of services,  

costs of using services at each network element, and costs of deploying services.

Define the constraints that ensure that each service is deployed at only one  

network element and that each network element deploys only one service.

Define the binary decision variables for each combination of network element  

and service.

1

2 Define the objective function to minimize the total  

cost of the services used.

3

4

Use the YALMIP toolbox to create the MILPproblem.5



Simulation CodeExecution  

Order (cont...)

Use the intlinprog function to solve the MILP  

problem.

Compute the cost and execution time for the  

solution.

Repeat steps 1-7 for different numbers of  

network elements to generate plots of cost and  

execution time vs number of network elements.

Output the results and plot the comparison  

graphs

6
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Results &Discussion

Fig 1: Simulation  

Code snippet



Results &Discussion

Fig 2: Simulation  

output



Results &Discussion

The simulation results show that the proposed approach is  

effective in optimizing the selection of micro-services and  

contextual services to minimize the cost while satisfying the  

latency constraints of the application.

The number of iterations also increases with the number of  

network elements, indicating that the algorithm requires more  

iterations to converge for larger problem sizes.



Results &Discussion



Results &Discussion

The results obtained further indicate that the execution time  

decreases with an increasing number of network elements, which  

suggests that the algorithm scales well for larger networks.

However, after 4 network elements, the execution time stabilizes,  

indicating that further increases in network size may not  

significantly improve the algorithm’s performance.

The cost plot shows a slightly different trend. The cost rises  

between 4 and 6 network elements, which may be due to the  

added complexity of the network, before reducing again at 7  

elements.



Future Research

Examining the impact of data quality: The results of this study were  

based on randomly generated data.

However, in real-world scenarios, the quality of the data used to  

inform optimization algorithms can have a significant impact on the  

results.

Future research could explore how variations in data quality impact  

the performance of the ILP algorithm.



Conclusions &Recommendations

The ILP model is effective in solving the problem of selecting the  

optimal set of micro-service and contextual service providers for  

a composite service under latency constraints.

To further improve the ILP model, it may be worth exploring  

techniques such as constraint programming or mixed-integer  

nonlinear programming.



Other Applications

In context-aware power systems, optimization techniques can be  

used to determine the most efficient allocation of energy  

resources to meet user demand while minimizing waste.

For instance, the use of advanced sensors to monitor energy  

usage can be combined with optimization algorithms to enable  

real-time demand-response mechanisms, where energy  

consumption can be adjusted in response to varying energy  

prices and user preferences.
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